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Popular twitter hashtags list 2020

With 330 million monthly users, Twitter offers a wide network of potential people and brands to connect with. But with 500 million tweets sent in a day, black volume can make it seem impossible to keep up with your Twitter feed. Fortunately, there is an easy way to organize your Twitter feed into targeted topics so you can always keep up with the most
important conversations in your industry: Twitter lists. No matter how many people you follow on Twitter, the lists offer a common sense organization and targeting. They also allow you to engage more effectively and keep competition information secret. Here's a quick primer on how to set up Twitter lists. Bonus: Download the free 30-day plan to grow your
Twitter following a fast, daily workbook that will help you create a Twitter marketing routine and track your growth so you can show your boss real results after one month. How to make a list on Twitter on Twitter 1. Sign in to Twitter and click your profile icon. 2. Select Lists from the drop-down menu. 3. Scroll down until you participate in creating a list in the
left sidebar. Click Create New List. 4. Enter a name and an optional description of the list. The list name must be 25 characters or less and cannot begin with a numeric code. The description can be up to 100 characters long. 5. Choose whether you want to make your list available to the public or to the private. If it's public, anyone on Twitter will be able to
see and subscribe to your list. If it's private, only you can see it. 6. Click Save List. 7. Land on a page that invites you to add people to your new list. There are three ways to add people: Search for individual users by name Or username Go to the Next page and click the three-point icon for any user, then select Add or Remove from lists Go to any user's
profile page, click the three-dot icon, and select Add or remove from People lists from Twitter lists at any time using the options in step seven. To see your lists, click the profile icon and select Lists again. If you don't see the new list right away, try refreshing the page and clearing the cache. These screenshots show you how to set up Twitter lists using your
computer. Icons and labels are a little different on mobile devices, but the process is basically the same. Use Hootsuite 1. On the startup menu, select the Streams icon. 2. Click the tab to which you want to add your new Twitter list. (Tip: Create a new tab called Lists to see lists in one place.) 3. Click Add Stream. 4. Select your Twitter profile and click on the
Lists tab on the right. 5. Click Create new list. 6. Enter a name optional description of the list. The list name must be 25 characters or less and cannot begin with a numeric code. The description can be up to 100 characters long. 7. Choose whether you want to make your list available to the public or to the private. Private. it's public, anyone on Twitter will be
able to see and subscribe to your list. If it's private, only you can see it. 8. Click Add Stream. To add people to your list, click their username on one of your existing Twitter streams and click Add to List. You can also add existing twitter lists to the Hootsuite dashboard. Follow steps one through four above. Then, instead of Create a new list, select Use existing
list. Bonus: Download the free 30-day plan to grow your Twitter following a fast, daily workbook that will help you create a Twitter marketing routine and track your growth so you can show your boss real results after one month. Get a free guide right now! Just in case you get really, really into the lists, here are some limits to keep in mind. You can create a
maximum of 1,000 lists on your Twitter account Each list can contain a maximum of 5,000 accounts 9 ways to use Twitter lists to grow your brand 1. Keep an eye on the Twitter contest is a great tool for watching the contest. But you don't want to reward competitors with a follow up or let them know that you're tracking their tweets. You don't need to follow
people to add them to your list. This makes private lists a great way to track groups of users you don't necessarily want to follow. Before you add accounts to the list, make sure that the list of competitors is set to private. If it's public, each competitor will be notified when you add them. In addition to monitoring tweets, the lists offer another way to keep track of
the contest. On each competitor's profile page, you can see what lists are logged in and what lists are included. This can provide you with valuable information about who your competitors are looking out for and interacting with so you can do the same. 2. Presentation of employees or brand advocates When you create a public list of employees or brand
advocates, you make it easy for every Twitter user to see what your best brand cheerleaders are saying on the network. It's also an easy way to give a little recognition to your biggest fans. If you start a chat on Twitter, you can create a list for regular participants or for your fellow guests. For example, Madalyn Sklar keeps a guest list from #TwitterSmarter
chat room. A list like this can also be a great way to get more exposure for your brand content. For example, Mashable's list of its employees has nearly 10,000 subscribers. That's 10,000 people seeing all the content shared by Mashable staffers, which will definitely contain a lot of mashable content. 3. Highlight your different offers or brand accounts Once
your brand reaches a certain size, you can have several different Twitter accounts for different products or product Twitter listing is a great way to combine all these deals together in one For example, Netflix has a Twitter list showcasing tweets from its various show accounts and from actors in those shows. Major League Baseball has a Twitter list of all the
different MLB club accounts. You can also have different Twitter accounts for different areas. Or for various features such as marketing versus social customer service. The list is a great way to connect and share these accounts. For example, Hootsuite has a list of official Hootsuite Twitter accounts, including regional accounts, customer service, partners
and careers. 4. Monitor relevant interviews Since the Twitter list is basically a curated mini-Twitter feed, creating Twitter lists based on topics relevant to your industry is a great way to make sure you're always up-to-date on the most important conversations in your niche. Intelligently crafted channels can be a great tool for social listening. Of course, you're
not the only one creating Twitter lists. There are probably all kinds of twitter lists out there already that are full of great content relevant to your niche. Why not take advantage of the work your industry peers have done by subscribing to their lists? To find relevant lists to subscribe to, head to the Twitter profiles of the relevant people or accounts in your niche.
Click the Lists tab to see what lists they've created, signed in to, and what they've been added to. Google Analytics, for example, keeps a list of women working in analytics. When you find a list that interests you, click the list name, and then click Subscribe. This will make you subscribe to the contents of the list without having to track list members. 5. Engage
influential people and accounts in your industry Every time you add someone new to a public list, they'll get a notification that lets them know you've done so. This is an easy way to get attention from accounts that may not have noticed you on Twitter yet. But more importantly, Twitter's list of influencers or other important people in your industry gives you a
great collection of accounts to follow for engagement opportunities. Open this list when you have time set aside for active Twitter participation so you can jump in with some answers, retweets, and like it. 6. Join before or after the event Connecting in person for the event is great, but it can be hard to follow all the business cards you pick up and remember
who was who. A Twitter list can be a good way to meet some of your fellow attendees even before the event takes place, so you can prioritize who you want to meet during your limited in-person time. After the event, Twitter's list of subscribers serves as an easy way to continue networking online. Check the Twitter profile of the host or sponsor of the event
to see if they've created a list of Twitter subscribers. It is becoming more common, but if the event is not in tech or or sphere, hosts may not have thought of the Twitter list as an added advantage for subscribers. You could reach out to suggest that you create one. If hosts don't create a list of participants on Twitter, you can create your own. It's likely not to be
complete, but you can make a good start with people contacting you directly at the event, plus a list of speakers. You can also add people who tweet with the event hashtag. 7. Track which lists appear on you will receive a notification every time you are added to the public list. When someone adds you to the list, it's a good sign that they're interested in what's
behind us. Check out their profile to see if it would be advisable to follow them or add them to one of your own lists in return. You may also consider creating a private Twitter list of people who have added you to the lists. Think of it as a way of collecting leads. From time to time, it's a good idea to check which lists you appear on and make sure there are
none that cause concern. For example, I am currently on 93 lists, mostly related to writing, travel and food. (This is great because these are three of my favorite things.) To see which lists you're a member of, go to your Twitter profile and click Lists, and then click Member. Look, just to make sure there is nothing that raises concerns because this information
is public. The only way to remove it from the list is to block the list creator. Before taking this step, you can try to contact the list creator and ask them to remove you, but there is no other way to simply remove yourself from the list. If you wish, you can unblock twitter users again now, but they won't be following you anymore. 8. Share Twitter lists Once you
have created or discovered a great twitter list, you may want to share it as a useful resource. To share a Twitter list, simply go to the list, and then copy and paste the URL. The format is always as follows: username]/lists/[listname] So for example, the URL for the list of official Hootsuite Twitter accounts is: 9. See what you want to see when you want to see
twitter algorithm can put a confusing tangle of tweets into the top Tweets feed. Twitter list allows you to create your own priority collection of accounts whose tweets you want to see first. You can also create multiple Twitter lists to prioritize different accounts for different times. For example, during the morning commute, you can prioritize accounts that are
likely to share the latest news. During business hours, you may want to focus on accounts relevant to your work. For lunch, you may want to focus on humor. And on commuting home, you may want to check what your friends and family were up to. You can create for each of these sets of accounts. You may want to keep your commute and humor lists
private, but create a public list of people that follow in your niche. Or you could go completely stealth and keep your niche list private, too. Just remember that the public list is fully public, and anyone can see and sign up. Use Hootsuite to manage your Twitter presence along with all other social media profiles. From one dashboard, you can schedule and
publish posts, monitor relevant conversations, engage audiences, show ads, measure performance, and more. Try it for free today! Getting started
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